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Special Strip Processing Equipment 

Efficiency increase of Strip Processing 

Lines 

The market requirements which strip pro-
cessing lines have to deal with have altered 
significantly within the last decades. Particular-
ly, the production has to be economical and 
ecological efficient and processing lines have 
to cover a broad product portfolio. Already ex-
isting plants either directly or indirectly are 
competing with new plants, which are 
equipped with the latest technologies.  

 

 

The “Special Processing Machines” are de-
signed to be integrated easily and within small 
downtime phases in existing lines. All single 
machines can be delivered in short time “ready
-to-perform” with a tested and proved automa-
tion system. Thus, the competitiveness of ex-
isting lines can be increased immediately with 
less effort. To find out which machines can be 
reasonably implemented SMS group offers an 
“Efficiency Check”. A special proceeding is 
used by experts to find out quickly which ma-
chines will have the largest effect on the effi-
ciency of the line while demanding at the same 
time the smallest expense.  

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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X-Pro® Laser Welder 

Welding of high-carbon steel grades 

An advantage of the welder is the  production 
(inclusive cold-rolling) of difficult-to-weld steel 
grades on continuous strip processing lines. At 
the Hysco PLTCM martensitic steel grades 
(MS-W1200) are successfully welded with 
each other and rolled with high reduction. Fur-
thermore, steels with a silicon content of 1.2 % 
are welded successfully as well (much higher 
Si-contents are also possible). Other ad-

vantages are the short machine cycle time of 
less than 60 sec and a simplified operation 
with reproducible results. 

On top of that the welding source can be freely 
selected. This gives the opportunity to use a 
conventional CO2 source or a solid state laser 
source. With a solid state laser it is possible to 
save process gas (e.g Helium) and reduce the 
maintenance effort.  

Highlights 

 Continuous production of hard-to-weld materials (martensitic, high-carbon/silicon) 

 Automatic calculation of welding parameters for every material pairing 

 Patented inductive heat treatment of the weld seam (pre- and post-heating) 

 Integrated and automatic weld seam and heat treatment quality assurance system  

 Cycle time of less than 60 seconds 

 Easy, save and repeatable operation and maintainability 

 Compact machine design with simple foundation 

 Easy scrap handling 

 Short and simple knife cassette changing procedure 

 Future-oriented thanks to freely selectable  welding source  

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Easier maintenance    

Lines, which can be improved 

Continuous Pickling Lines (CPL)      

Pickling Lines/Tandem Cold Mills (PLTCM)     

Hot-strip Galvanizing Lines (HCGL) 

Hot-strip Annealing and Pickling Lines for 
Stainless Steel (HAPL) 

Continuous Tandem Cold Mills (CTCM) 
      

 

Latest integrations 

Customer    Line  Start-up 

Wuppermann, Hungary HCGL 2016 

Big River Steel, USA  PLTCM 2016 

JSW, India   PLTCM 2013 

Hyundai, South Korea PLTCM 2013 

Tokyo Steel, Japan  CPL  2011 

AM/NS Calvert, USA  CPL  2011 

 

Performance figures of the machine 

Cycle time   58 sec 

Strip width   500 - 2,500 mm  

Strip thickness  0.8 - 8.0 mm 

Knife service life > 10,000 cuts 

Welding source  CO2 or solid state 

Si-content   up to 1.5 % (roll able) 

Mg-content  up to 3.5 % (roll able) 
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Cleaning Section 

Innovative cleaning technologies to save 

operating costs 

Due to the high quality demands placed on 
processed cold strip – especially in the context 
of car manufacturers’ high requirements – the 
surface quality of the refined sheet needs to be 
excellent. Even very slight strip impurities can 
lead to coating faults and impaired quality. 
That’s why it is necessary to remove all impuri-
ties such as abraded iron, oil and rolling emul-
sion residues that occur during cold rolling, 
transport, and storage before annealing and 
galvanizing. 

The modern cleaning systems of SMS group 
usually consist of spray cleaning and electrolyt-
ic cleaning; both are followed by brush clean-
ing and subsequent cascade rinsing process-

es. The electrolytic cleaning is especially good 
at removing very fine impurities from the sur-
face. Also some other cleaning technologies 
(high-pressure, oscillating brushes, etc.) are 
available which can be installed in existing 
lines if frame conditions require it.  

Due to low evaporation losses, the cleaning 
units run very energy-efficient. During produc-
tion, roll changes are possible and oscillating 
brushes can be used, thus allowing a lowered 
wear and tear of the brushes. The life expec-
tancy of the brushes can also be improved by 
smart brush positioning mechanisms, which 
prevent unnecessary wear and tear. In addi-
tion, an intelligent media management system 
ensures waste water savings and low opera-
tion costs. 

Highlights 

 Oscillating brushes – longer lifetime, better cleaning 

 High-pressure cleaning  – no wear and high cleaning effect 

 Smart brush positioning  – no unnecessary wear 

 Brush-on-brush-concept – effective use of space 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Lines, which can be improved 

Continuous Annealing Line (CAL) 

Continuous Galvanizing Lines (CGL) 

Tinplate Annealing Lines (Tin-CAL) 

Color Coating Lines (CCL) 

Heat & Chemical Treatment Lin. (HTCL) 

Flattening & Coating Lines 

Decarburization & Coating Lines 

Performance figures of the machine 

Strip thickness     0.1 - 4.0 mm 

Strip width    up to 2,400 mm 

Reliable cleaning speed  up to 700 m/min 

Cleanliness    ≤ 10 mg/m²/side to
     tal organic carbon  

     ≤ 10 mg/m²/side Fe 

(typical example value, strongly depends on con-
tamination of incoming strip and section design) 

    

More than 85 cleaning sections sold since 

2000 

AMAG (HCTL & TLL), MMK (2 CGLs & CAL/
CGL), SDIS Rizhao (2CALs & CGL), Big River 
Steel (CAL/CGL), Tianjin (Alu-CCL), Benxi 
(2CALs & CGL), Handan (2 CALs), Kobelco 
Angang (CAL), Baotou (2 CALs), Benxi (2 
CALs & CGL), Hyundai Steel (2 CAL/CGL & 
CGL), Panzhihua (2 CALs), Shagang (Tin-
CAL),  Shougang (3 CALs), PRO-TEC (CAL), 
AM/NS Calvert (3 CGLs & CAL/CGL), Nucor 
(CGL), USS Kosice (CGL) and many more...  
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Side Notcher 

Reliable notching combined with fast pro-

cessing 

Usually the side notcher is a machine which is 
not in the focus during  line upgrades. But a 
reliable function and a short cycle time of the 
side notcher is another important piece in the 
puzzle, e.g. for a product portfolio increase.  

 

Via an interface the strip data are forwarded to 
the side notcher and the machine is automati-
cally pre-positioned according to the strip 
width. Therefore the travel stroke is reduced 
and the complete cycle time as well. 

The large sized tool simplifies the side trimmer 
injections and requires only one notch even at 
large width changes.  

Highlights 

 Easy access to hydraulic cylinders 

 Pre-positioning of notcher car to reduce cycle time 

 Notching tool manufactured in one to achieve highest precision and easy replacement 

 Pre-stressed backlash-free linear guiding for highest precision 

 Long lifetime of tool (more than 30.000 cuts possible) 

 Designed for rough and dirty environment (e.g. integrated position transducers) 

 Processing of ultra-high strength steel grades due to high notching force  

 One notch even at large width changes - large sized notch geometry 

 Face end regrinding without influence on knife gap 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Lines, which can be improved 

Pickling Lines  

Hot-dip Galvanizing Lines 

Continuous Annealing Lines 

Color Coating Lines 

Electrolytic Tinning Lines 

Processing Lines for Electrical Steel 

Processing Lines for Stainless Steel 

Processing Lines for  Aluminum 

More than 100 notchers sold since 2000 

Shandong Rizhao, Big River Steel, US Steel, 

Angang, Maasteel, Benxi, Tianjin, Shandong 

Nanshan, Baotou, Wuppermann, Tezcan, 

Baosteel, Panzhihua, Ma’aden-Alcoa, Habas, 

Gazi Metal, JSW, Hyundai Steel, Shagang, 

Shougang, Aperam, Pro-Tec Coating Compa-

ny, Ilva, SDI Columbus, MMK, Handan, Tokyo 

Steel, AM/NS Calvert, Salzgitter, AMAG, Nu-

cor, SDI Columbus and many more… 

Performance figures of the machines 

Strip thickness    0.15 - 12.5 mm 

Number of cuts    > 30,000 

Tensile strength of strip  up to 2,000 MPa 

Cycle time    < 4 s with pre- 

     positioning  

Width change    400 mm with one 

(depending on type of  notch 

side trimmer) 
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ASC-Side Trimmer 

High cutting performance and permanent 

availability 

In many lines the side trimmer is a bottleneck 
regarding material strength or reliability. Some 
lines don’t have a side trimmer and can’t satis-
fy some customer demands. The ASC side 
trimmer (Automatic Setting Control) is available 
with reliable and proven automation kit 

equipped with pre-adjusted and pre-installed 
cutting parameter set-up. The circular blade 
units are equipped with a combined blade gap 
setting for the blade overlap and gap. SMS of-
fers various side trimmer configurations and 
several options for special line requirements 
(high strength material, thin strips, high speeds 
etc.). 

Highlights 

 Up to 5 % increased production time 

 Extremely low maintenance effort due to cross excenter design and captured bearings at cut-
ting units and choppers (SMS patent) 

 Proven automation kit with pre-adjusted and pre-installed cutting parameter setup 

 Quick and easy knife change procedures without any adjustment or fine-tuning 

 Face end regrinding of circular knives (easy grinding on flat bed grinder)  
 Knife gap accuracy after knife regrinding not relying on shims or adjustment procedures 

 Seam guiding and scrap chute precise, machined, fitting to constant circular knife diameter 
(less gaps prevent scrap jams, noise reducing chopper chutes) 

 Highest availability with double side trimmer with double chopper 

 Precise automatic strip data related knife gap adjustments at trimmer and chopper knives to 
minimize wear of knives 

 Scrap removal systems for every process requirement: scrap chopper, scrap press, scrap 
baller, combination of chopper and baller, combination of chopper and press 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Easier maintenance    

Lines to be improved 

Pickling Lines  

Hot-dip Galvanizing Lines 

Continuous Annealing Lines 

Color Coating Lines 

Electrolytic Tinning Lines 

Processing Lines for Electrical Steel 

Processing Lines for Stainless Steel 

Processing Lines for Aluminum 

More than 100 side trimmers sold  

worldwide since 200 

Big River Steel, US Steel, Angang, Maasteel, 
Benxi, Tianjin, Shandong Nanshan, Baatou, 
Wuppermann, Tezcan, Baosteel, Panzhihua, 
Ma’aden-Alcoa JV, Habas, Gazi Metal, JSW 
Steel, Hyundai Steel, Shagang, Shougang, 
Aperam, Pro-Tec Coating Company, Ilva, SDI 
Columbus, MMK, Handan, Tokyo Steel, AM/
NS Calvert, Salzgitter, AMAG, WISCO, 
ThyssenKrupp Steel, Marcegaglia and many 
more... 

Performance figures of the machine 

Width tolerance of machine  
setting between circular knives +/- 0.2 mm  

Width tolerance after trimming  
> 3 mm     0 + 1 mm 
< 3 mm     0 + 0.5 mm 

Gap adjustment accuracy  +/- 0.02 mm 

Cycle time for strip width  
change (from stop to restart) ≤ 12 sec  

Knife overlap adjustment  
accuracy     +/- 0.05 mm 

Width of scrap seams  5 - 50 mm 
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X-Pro® Slitter 

Easy adjustment and precise cutting 

The slitting process is very sensible, since vari-

ous cuts have to be made very accurate and 

precise at the same time. Therefore, disturbing 

effects like knife shaft bending have to be 

avoided and the slitter head has to be manu-

factured very precise with little tolerances. The 

production tolerance of the SMS slitter is up to 

2 micron. Most housing surfaces are machined 

for easy machine calibration. To prevent knife 

shaft bending it features an extra-long axis 

knife shaft.  

Various features allow an easy and precise ad-

justment process. Overlapping adjustment is 

executed via excenters. A big connection axis 

between excenters ensures a high precision 

overlap synchronization. 

Highlights 

 Workshop tested unit – “ready to perform” 

 Superb cutting quality due to highest adjustment accuracy for minimal cutting gaps and pre-
cise synchronized overlap adjustment 

 High quantity of cuts: 50 cuts 

 Big range of strip gauges: 0.15 mm up to 5.0 mm 

 Precise synchronized overlap adjustment 

 Robust design including reliable catalogue parts of well known global brands 

 Made in Germany 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Easier maintenance    

Lines to be improved 

Carbon Steel Slitting Lines 

Aluminum Slitting Lines 

Stainless Steel Slitting Lines 

Special Line Concepts 

 

 

 

Latest integrations 

Customer     Start-up 

ASAŞ Alüminyum, Turkey  2015 

ASAŞ Alüminyum, Turkey  2015 

Phoenix Steel, USA   2010 

BSSB, China    2010 

Fulton County, USA   2008 

Greer Steel, USA   2008 

Abinsa, Mexico    2008 

Performance figures of the machine 

Width range   500 - 2,400 mm 

Thickness range  0.15 - 5.0 mm 

 Light gauge  0.15 - 1.2 mm 

 Heavy gauge  0.8 - 5.0 mm 

Max. speed   600 m/min 

Number of cuts   up to 50 

Overlapping    up to 2 micron on 
tolerance/parallelism  2,400 mm width 
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Tension Levelers 

Controlled flatness improvement 

Possible out-of-flatness from the rolling pro-
cess such as waviness or longitudinal- and 
crossbows are eliminated by a tension leveler. 
The machine is made up of a bending and cor-
recting roller arrangement as well as at least 
one upstream and downstream bridle roll set to 
adjust the tension. Different leveling cartridges 
can be used as required for the material prop-
erties and dimensions.  

In SMS’ tension leveler, the tensioned strip is 
bent with the smallest possible number of roll 
contacts. This system protects the strip surface 
better compared to multi-roller systems. The 
adjustment positions of the leveling rolls and 

the required elongation are preset via the level 
2 automation. By doing this it is possible to al-
ways tune tension and bending in an optimal 
way to the requirements. Moreover, the elon-
gation is controlled via a closed-loop system to 
achieve constant elongation along the entire 
strip length. The bridle rolls are individually 
driven and a special system prevents possible 
slipping of the strip on the rolls. The machine 
can both be operated dry and with minimum 
quantity lubrication to prevent pick-ups and 
caking on the strip surface.  

Highlights 

 Different leveling cartridges and operating modes available to suit different material properties 
and dimensions 

 Physical process model for stretch bending process  - Integrated level 2 automation system 
for roll positioning, elongation and extension adjustment 

 Minimal-lubrication-mode for special surface requirements 

 Single drive system with elongation control 

 Automatic quick-opening or pressure release function for seam passing 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Easier maintenance    

Lines to be improved 

Hot-dip Galvanizing Lines (C-Steel) 

Color Coating Lines (C-Steel, Aluminum) 

Heat & Chemical Treatment Lines (Aluminum)  

Hot-strip Galvanizing Lines (C-Steel) 

Tension Leveling Lines (C-Steel) 

Continuous Annealing Lines (C-Steel) 

Performance figures of the machine 

Elongation accuracy  ≤ ± 0.05 % (static) 
     ≤ ± 0.1 % (dynam.)   

Strip flatness   3 - 8 I-units 
(depending on incoming material and opera-
tion mode)  

Latest integrations (examples) 

Customer  Line  

Big-River Steel, USA  CAL/CGL 

Handan Iron & Steel, China CAL 

Benxi, China  CGL  

Angang Steel Company, China CGL 

Ma’aden-Alcoa JV, Saudi-Arabia HCTL 

Shagang Group, China  CGL 

Shougang Shunjy, China TLL 
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Coating Systems 

Uniform and high-precision coatings 

Coaters in strip processing lines apply various 
coatings to the strip surface. SMS offers the 
whole range of coating technologies. Besides 
advanced roll coating systems, spray and im-
mersion bath systems complete the product 
portfolio.  

SMS coaters come along with efficient control 
technology that guarantees a uniform and pre-
cise coating result in the required layer thick-
ness at low medium consumption. To achieve 
the required coating result, a database is 
linked to the level 2 automation system which 
provides information for the coating parame-
ters.  

Highlights 

 Reduced operational cost by up to 30% due to higher precision of coating and consequently  
lower consumption of coating agents and shorter drying time 

 Highest surface quality, bright and shiny painting of automobile parts 

 Quick product changes (separate circulation systems possible) 

 Closed-loop coating control (for some coatings) 

 Splash-free roll design ensures application without unhealthy vapors or aerosols 

 Reproducible coating results due to position and pressure transducers in combination with 
high precision parts 

 Full automatic cleaning and rinsing systems 

 Hydraulic quick retraction mode to release and close coating rolls 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Easier maintenance    

Lines to be improved 

Hot-dip Galvanizing Lines (C-Steel) 

Color Coating Lines (C-Steel, Aluminum) 

Decarburization & Coating Lines (Si-Steel) 

Flattening & Coating Lines (Si-Steel) 

Heat & Chemical Treatment Lines (Aluminum) 

Continuous Copper Lines 

Continuous Zinc Lines 

  

Performance figures of the machine 

Strip thickness from   0.1 to 4.0 mm 

Strip width up to    2,400 mm 

Coating speed up to   350 m/min 

Coating thickness  from  0.010  to 2 g/m² 
(Depending on agent and strip speed) 

Coating thickness tolerance  < 10% 
(Depending on agent and thickness) 

Latest integrations (examples) 

Customer Line Config. 

Rheinzink, Germany Zinc-Line Hor.-Spray 

Big-River Steel, USA CAL/CGL Hor.-Spray 

Wuppermann, Hungary HCGL Hor.-Roll 

Benxi, China CGL Vert.-Roll 

Tianjin, China Alu-CCL 3-Coaters 

Shandong, China CGL Vert.-Roll 

Hyundai Steel, S. Korea CALCGL Vert.-Roll 
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Scale Breaker 

Descaling and improving the strip geometry 

The scale breaker breaks up and removes 
some of the scale from the strip and prepares 
the surface for the pickling process. Moreover, 
it increases strip flatness and removes any lon-
gitudinal- or crossbows. 

S-roll units are installed both upstream and 
downstream of the scale breaker to stretch the 
strip to the necessary tension of up to 1,250 
kN. To save energy, the rolls of the two units 
are coupled by a mechanical or electrical ten-

sioning system. A configuration with single 
drive system is also possible.  

Also important at this stage is the correction 
roll unit in the bending roll stand that eliminates 
any cross cambers resulting from longitudinal 
stretching of the strip grain. The broken scale 
is blown off and extracted using compressed 
air. 

 

Highlights 

 Physical process model for stretch bending process - integrated level 2 automation system for 

roll positioning, elongation and extension adjustment 

 Single drive system or mechanical tensioning system for elongation control 

 Automatic pressure release function for seam passing 

 Low maintenance costs due to scale-dust-protected design and scale exhaust system 

 Reduction of pickling time 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Lines, which can be improved 

Pickling Line/Tandem Cold Mills (PLCTM) 

Continuous Pickling Lines  (CPL) 

Push-Pull Pickling Lines (PPPL)  

Hot-strip Galvanizing Line (HCGL) 

Annealing and Pickling Lines (APL)      

 

 

Performance figures of the machine 

Elongation accuracy  ≤ ± 0.05 % (static) 
     ≤ ± 0.1 % (dynam.)   

Strip flatness:    

Total elongation ε ≥ 1.0%: 
 1/10 of incoming material 

Total elongation 0.3% ≤ ε <1.0%:   
 1/5 of incoming material 

(In both cases not less than 10 I-Units) 

 

Latest integrations (examples) 

Customer  Line  

Shandong Rizhao, China PLTCM 

Big-River Steel, USA  PLTCM 

Wuppermann, Hungary  HCGL 

Benxi, China  PLTCM 

Tisco, China  HAPL 

Gazi Metal, Turkey  CPL 

JSW, India  PLTCM 
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Turbulence Pickling Section 

High efficient and economical descaling of 

hot strip coils 

The turbulence pickling section is designed to 
achieve the highest descaling rate at lowest 
operation costs.  

By injecting hot acid in a flat closed channel an 
extreme high turbulence at strip surface is cre-
ated. This turbulence emphasizes a rapid heat 

and fluid exchange which ensures that the 
electrochemical potential is built up very fast 
and the dispersal of the scale layer starts after 
a few seconds in the pickling channel. 

Minimized over-pickling of the strip surface is 
achieved by an efficient control of the pickling 
rate by quick adjustment of acid temperature 
and turbulence.  

Highlights 

 High descaling effect due extreme high heat transfer and acid penetration  

 Controlled pickling effect due turbulence and heat control 

 Precise strip run due to horizontal strip travel at high strip tension 

 Low maintenance costs due to easy tank design and no catenary control 

 Reduced energy consumption (sealed pickling channel minimize evaporation loses) 

 Optimized operation control by an advanced pickling and production model 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Lines, which can be improved 

Pickling Line/Tandem Cold Mills (PLCTM) 

Continuous Pickling Lines  (CPL) 

Push-Pull Pickling Lines (PPPL) 

Annealing and Pickling Lines (APL) 

      

 

 

More than 50 Turbulence Pickling sections 

Shandong Rizhao, Wuppermann, Big River 

Steel, Tezcan, Benxi, TISCO, Gazi Metal, 

JSW,  SDI Columbus, CD Wälzholz, 

Shougang Qia’nan, Shougang Jingtang, Han-

dan, Tokyo Steel, MMK, Ilva, Baosteel, AM/NS 

Calvert, TKAS Terni, Salzgitter, Tianjin, Ou-

tokumpu, AM Bremen, Jinan, NSM, Baotou, 

WISCO,  Vega do Sul, AK Steel, Hyundai 

Steel, Voestalpine, ThyssenKrupp and more... 

Performance figures of the machine 

Strip thickness   0.7 to 16 mm 

Pickling time   > 10 s 

Pickling speed   up to 400 m/min 

Example: Potential savings due to the immer-

sion cover: 

 30% less evaporation losses  

 70% less steam consumption 
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Turbulence Pickling Recuperator System 

Energy savings and lower acid consump-

tion 

In the patented recuperator tank upstream of 
the first pickling tank, the hot waste acid is 
sprayed directly onto the strip. This removes 
loose scale particles, heats the strip and chem-
ically activates its surface to speed up the sub-
sequent pickling process. Thus not only the 
pickling results will be optimized and thermal 

energy will be saved, it also cuts down acid 
consumption (due to pre-pickling and -
activation, which leads to further savings of op-
erational costs. 

Highlights 

 Acid savings 

 Pre-cleaning of strip with waste acid 

 No contamination of acid with loose scale particles 

 Pre-activation of strip surface 

 Pre-heating of the strip 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Lines, which can be improved 

Pickling Line/Tandem Cold Mills (PLCTM) 

Continuous Pickling Lines  (CPL) 

      

 

 

 

Performance figures of the machine 

Potential savings: 

 - 1,070 t of steam per year  

 - 960 m³ of acid per year 

(Based on: 1,500,000 t/a capacity pickling line and an 

average product portfolio) 

 

 

Latest integrations 

Customer  Line  

JSW, India  PLTCM 

Tokyo Steel, Japan  CPL  
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Spray Boost Pickling Cells 

High pickling capacity on a short distance 

With the innovative "Spray Boost Cells", a very 
high pickling capacity can be achieved on a 
short distance. Especially for modernizations in 
the framework of which the pickling capacity is 
to be increased with only limited space availa-
ble, this system is an efficient solution. Here, 
the acid is sprayed onto the strip at high pres-
sure, thus achieving a high pickling capacity. 

The spray headers patented by SMS ensure a 
homogeneous distribution of the acid across 
the entire strip width. Furthermore, the desired 
pickling capacity can be flexibly adapted here 
via the process parameters.  

Highlights 

 Increasing capacity with minimal use of space 

 Particularly suitable for modernizations 

 Homogeneous spraying over strip width (patented) 

 Flexible adaptation of the process parameters 

 Horizontal or vertical design available 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Lines, which can be improved 

Pickling Line/Tandem Cold Mills (PLCTM) 

Continuous Pickling Lines  (CPL) 

Annealing and Pickling Lines (APL) 

      

 

 

 

Performance figures of the machine 

Reduction of pickling time up to 70% 

(referred to bath length and compared to con-

ventional pickling) 

High capacity and speed increase 

(actual value depending on ambient condi-

tions, different for each modernization) 

 

 

Latest integrations 

Customer Line Config. 

TKS, Germany CPL Vert. 

TKAS Terni, Italy APL Hor. 
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Pre-Leveler/Flattener 

Flattener with Fully Hydraulic Adjustment 

System 

Hydraulic pre-leveler to flatten the strip end 

with precise, highly dynamic control of the  

guide rollers and scale suction device. 

Highlights 

 Very precise adjustment 

 Fast adjustment due to hydraulic system 

 Pre-installed set-up parameters for flattener 

 Little wear of flattening rolls 

 Unsusceptible to contamination 

 Easy feeding of strip head (wide opening) 

 Less wear of downtime equipment 

 Improved strip running condition (especially for high strength material) 

 Connection to thickness gauge system possible 

 Forward of flatness data to downstream processes possible 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Lines, which can be improved 

Pickling Lines  

Hot-dip Galvanizing Lines 

Continuous Annealing Lines 

Color Coating Lines 

Electrolytic Tinning Lines 

Processing Lines for Electrical Steel 

Processing Lines for Stainless Steel 

Performance figures of the machine 

Strip thickness    0.1 to 25.4  mm 

Strip width    500 to 2,400 mm
  

 

 

 

More than 100 flatteners sold since 2000 

Shandong Rizhao, Big River Steel, US Steel, 

Angang, Maasteel, Benxi, Tianjin, Shandong 

Nanshan, Baotou, Wuppermann, Tezcan, 

Baosteel, Panzhihua, Ma’aden-Alcoa, Habas, 

Gazi Metal, JSW, Hyundai Steel, Shagang, 

Shougang, Aperam, Pro-Tec Coating Compa-

ny, Ilva, SDI Columbus, MMK, Handan, Tokyo 

Steel, AM/NS Calvert, Salzgitter, AMAG, Nu-

cor, SDI Columbus and many more… 
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Toggle-Lever Shear 

Reliable scrap cutting operation combined 

with maintenance during strip travel 

This shear combines a simple design without  
knife cassettes with possibility of knife change 
during strip run in case of double entry sec-
tions. Therefore the whole shear is moved out 
of the line and can be maintained next to the 
line. For fast and comfortable process the 
shear can be shifted by hydraulic cylinder. In 
case of a wide thickness range of the strip the 

shear can be equipped with an automatic knife 
gap adjustment. The knife gap will be adjusted 
in accordance with the strip data submitted by 
the level 2 system of the processing line. 

The hydraulic cylinder which actuates the up-
per knife beam of the shear is located outside 
of the strip travel. This ensures that no hy-
draulic fluids are above the strip and an opti-
mized access.  

Highlights 

 High cutting forces with small hydraulic cylinders due to toggle lever and low hydraulic oil de-

mand 

 Optional automatic knife gap adjustment to cover a wide range of strip thickness and to ex-

tend the lifetime of the knives 

 Compact and shallow design optimized for double layer entry sections 

 No hydraulic fluid above strip travel due to hydraulic cylinder arranged beside strip travel 

 Low knife costs due to straight and simple design 

 Knife change during production — no knife cassettes required 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Lines, which can be improved 

Pickling Lines  

Hot-dip Galvanizing Lines 

Continuous Annealing Lies 

Processing Lines for Stainless Steel 

 

Performance figures of the machine 

 

Strip thickness   0.2 to 12.5 mm 

Number of cuts   > 15,000 

Tensile strength up to 2,000 MPa 

 

 

 

Latest integrations (examples) 

Customer  Line  

Big River Steel, USA  PLTCM 

Tezcan, Turkey  CPL 

Tianjin, China  CCL 

Benxi, China  CGL 

Anshan, China  CGL 

Shagang, China  CAL 

Gazi Metal, Turkey  CPL 
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Flying Crank Shear 

Fast and continuous cutting during strip 

run 

The flying crank shear combines fast continu-
ous cutting operation with a reliable and com-
pact design.  

The shear is used to cut sheet material or as 
scrap shear to separate the endless strip into 
individual coils and to cut out weld seams or 

defects as well as samples. The length of the 
sheet products can be selected above base cut
-length step less. 

No risk of drop impurities on the strip surface 
since the shear is electrically operated no de-
vices containing hydraulic fluid are arranged 
above strip travel. 

Highlights 

 Applicable as product shear (cut-to-length) and/or cross cut shear (scrap shear) 

 Cross cutting during strip run up to 100 m/min synchronized to line speed 

 Sheet length starting from 500 mm step less selectable  

 Scrap discharge and sample selection possible 

 Compact design 

 Minimized wear due to rotary motion 

 No hydraulic fluid above strip travel due to electrical drive 

 Low knife costs due to straight and simple design 

Special Strip Processing Equipment 
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Main improvements for the whole line 

Increased capacity    

Higher product quality   

Increased product portfolio  

More flexible production   

More economic production   

Resource savings    

Increased lifetime    

Lines, which can be improved 

Cut-to-length Lines 

Pickling Lines  

Hot-dip Galvanizing Lines 

Continuous Annealing Lines 

Color Coating Lines 

Electrolytic Tinning Lines 

Processing Lines for Electrical Steel 

Processing Lines for Stainless Steel 

Processing Lines for  Aluminum 

Performance figures of the machine 

Strip thickness from  0.2 to 12.5 mm 

Number of cuts   up to > 12,000 

Tensile strength up to 2,000 MPa 

Cutting speed   up to 100 m/min 

Sheet length   > 500 mm 

Sample selection up to 40 m/min 

Latest integrations (examples) 

Customer  Line  

AMAG, Austria  HCTL 

Wuppermann, Hungary  HCGL 

Anshan, China  CGL 

Tokyo Steel, Japan  CPL 

PRO-TEC, USA  CAL 

Handan, China  CAL 

Anshan, China  CAL,CGL 
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Contact 

SMS group GmbH 

Markus Jaenecke 

Project Director 

Processing Lines and Furnace Technology 

 

Walder Straße 51-53 

40724 Hilden 

Germany 

 

Tel:   +49 (0) 211 881-5218 

Mobile:  +49 (0) 151 582-43750 

Fax:        +49 (0) 211 881-775218 

E-Mail:  markus.jaenecke@sms-group.com 


